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Anonymous: SERVICE-READY TRUNK PROTECTION SWITCHING

SERVICE-READY TRUNK PROTECTION SWITCHING
ABSTRACT
The present disclosure provides service-resdy trunk protection switching. More
particularly, the present disclosure focuses on 1:N trunk protection for a given fiber span
or for a given optical path (plurality of spans) between two nodes. In such configuration,
each protection-link between two nodes can have different hop-counts (e.g., number of
spans, amplifiers etc.), EDFA only amplified vs. Raman amplification and different fibertypes from each other on different spans within the protection group. Typically, Trunk
Protection Switch (TPS) can work with total-power offset (such as if total-power drops
below certain threshold then switch) or with pilot-tones (i.e., if pilot-tone goes missing from
an active-path, then switch to other). However, in 1:N trunk-protection, with (N-1)
protection-link options, when the active-path gets faulted, switching randomly to one of
the links does not guarantee that the traffics will recover within 50ms or such shorter
timeframe.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Figure 1: 1:N Trunk Protection

For example, (1) if one of the protection links are not fully calibrated (such as amplifiers
are sitting with low gain instead of their typical values to compensate for fiber loss, or
Raman amplifiers are not fully operational) , or (2) if the protection-links are degraded
(such as certain amplifier(s) is automatic-power-reduction (APR) state due to high
reflection, or spectrum power dropped significantly since last calibration due to upstream
fault etc.), then switching to such links only based on total-power thresholds or presence
of pilot-tones will not guarantee traffic recovery. In this disclosure, a concept of “serviceready” (SR) status for any protection links is proposed that the TPS-RX can understand
before a switch. A service-ready flag effectively indicates the protection-link is all ready
for service protection and traffic is guaranteed to be restored if switched to that link.
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Figure 2: 1:N Trunk Protection Continued

Total power drop below a threshold on the TPS-Rx switch port or missing of pilot tones
coming from far-end TPS-TX. In such case, TPS switches to a port that is above LOS (for
total power or pilot-tones or both). As mentioned already, in this kind of trunk protected
configs, just switching based on port not in LOS does not guarantee traffic will be restored
when switched. For example, if switching thresholds are set too low compared to fulfil
spectrum loading condition, then it is possible to switch to a link that is not fully calibrated
If the switching thresholds are set too high (e.g., close to the target of expected spectrum
loading condition), then for any small power perturbations in upstream, TPS will keep
toggling with no real benefit.
The present disclosure proposes a concept of “service-ready” (SR) status for any
protection links that’s the TPS-RX can understand before a switch. A service-ready flag
effectively indicates the protection-link is all ready for service protection and traffic is
guaranteed to be restored if switched to that link. The service-ready flag for a protectionlink (from TPS-TX to TPS-RX) is derived based on the calibration-status && faultconditions of each network element (NE) within the protection-link (where the protectionlink can be a fragment of an end-to-end OMS (Optical Multiplex Section)) && based on
the service-ready status of at least one active-path upstream of that protected-link. There
can be multiple protection blocks within an OMS and they are independent of each other.
The service-ready flag is set to true if all components (photonic actuators) within the
protected-link or protected-sub-section are calibrated to their optimized target gain/loss
settings, no potential service-affecting fault conditions exists along the link and there is at
least one active-path upstream with service-ready status = true. This is shown in figure 3.
The service-ready flag can be implemented in two ways at the (equivalent of CTM or shelf
processor): The flag = true/false can be combined with calibration-status and fault-status
as described and propagate that as an input per switch-port to the TPS FW (firmware)
and The flag can also be broken down into two different flags: (a) calibration-status flag ,
(b) fault-status flag such as a forward-defect-indicator (FDI), and these two bits can be
sent down to TPS FW. A key point is to pass on the system level path-calibration and
digital fault notifications to the TPS card so that the TPS FW can select appropriate
protection-links out of N-links at the time of active-path fault. Note that, the service-ready
flag is applicable for a given steady-state spectral-loading condition (such as fulfil or
partial-filled). If the spectral loading condition is changed, or the protected links are recalibrated, then service-ready flag needs to be re-derived.
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Figure 3: Switching to a link only when it is “service-ready”

In cascaded TPS config, the SR flag is derived as an OR function of protected arms’ SR
status that are protected by the next level of TPS switching, shown in figure 4. Setting
LOS (loss of signal) power thresholds for a switch is described herein. If different links
coming with different power levels following link-calibration (and no faults), then settling
on a pre-defined LOS (loss of signal) power thresholds, or values defined based on some
pre-defined target power levels won’t work for all trunk-protected links. For example, if
one of the protected-links have stretched-spans than the other ones and installed
actuators are unable to achieve a given target, in such case, received power from one
protected link can be lower from other links. To overcome this condition, when the serviceready flag is set to true for a given switch-port, a snapshot is taken on total-power received
on that port and then the LOS threshold (to switch-away from that port if power drops
below that threshold) is set X dB lower than the snapshot value, where X = 10dB for
example.
Figure 4: A cascaded TPS implementation example

Novelty is on providing the mechanism of a system-wide per protection-link status to the
TPS ahead of the switch, where the per link health status is derived based on per-link
calibrated status for a given spectral-loading condition, combined with link-wide fault
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status. Additionally, novelty is on setting a per protection-port LOS / switching-thresholds
based on total-power received following a good service-ready status.
It will be appreciated that some embodiments described herein may include one or more
generic or specialized processors (“one or more processors”) such as microprocessors,
digital signal processors, customized processors, and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) and unique stored program instructions (including both software and firmware)
that control the one or more processors to implement, in conjunction with certain nonprocessor circuits, some, most, or all of the functions of the methods and/or systems
described herein. Alternatively, some or all functions may be implemented by a state
machine that has no stored program instructions, or in one or more Application-Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs), in which each function or some combinations of certain of the
functions are implemented as custom logic. Of course, a combination of the
aforementioned approaches may be used. Moreover, some embodiments may be
implemented as a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium having computerreadable code stored thereon for programming a computer, server, appliance, device,
etc. each of which may include a processor to perform methods as described and claimed
herein. Examples of such computer-readable storage mediums include, but are not
limited to, a hard disk, an optical storage device, a magnetic storage device, a ROM (Read
Only Memory), a PROM (Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EPROM (Erasable
Programmable Read-Only Memory), an EEPROM (Electrically Erasable Programmable
Read-Only Memory), Flash memory, and the like. When stored in the non-transitory
computer-readable medium, the software can include instructions executable by a
processor that, in response to such execution, cause a processor or any other circuitry to
perform a set of operations, steps, methods, processes, algorithms, etc.
Although the present disclosure has been illustrated and described herein with reference
to preferred embodiments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily apparent to
those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments and examples may perform similar
functions and/or achieve like results. All such equivalent embodiments and examples are
within the spirit and scope of the present disclosure.
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